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Some Christians believe strongly in the existence of demons and spiritual warfare. Others downplay

or even ignore the idea. With such divergent views, how are Christians supposed to know the truth

about demonic forces at work in this world? The Invisible War examines what every believer needs

to know about Satan, demons, and spiritual warfare, offering a balanced look at this controversial

subject. This provocative book will help Christians understand what the Bible says about these

threats and will show them how they can safeguard themselves and their families through prayer.

Now available in trade paper, The Invisible War offers a balanced look at what is going on in the

spiritual realm and what believers can do to defend themselves.
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Ingram (Sex 180), president of the Walk Thru the Bible ministry, draws on personal experience in

this book about confronting spiritual darkness. He succeeds in taking a balanced approach,

challenging readers who either ignore spiritual warfare or see manifestations of it around every

corner. Expounding upon Ephesians 6 (in which Paul talks about putting on the "armor of God"),

Ingram gives most of his time to "the everyday schemes of the evil one" and daily defensive spiritual

disciplines (prayer, Bible meditation, repentance). He stresses that we are all in the middle of an

"invisible war," that we don't need to fear the enemy but respect him, and that God's victory can be

ours in every spiritual conflict. As a pastor in Santa Cruz for more than a decade, Ingram confronted

occult activity that he believed threatened his ministry and family. While these tales are fascinating,



more enlightening is Ingram's description of the subtle attacks he and others feel they have

experienced through discouragement and doubt during key periods of ministry. While well-balanced

with useful information, the book often reads like a sermon series transcript and will prove most

informative for pastors looking for detailed sermon outlines, which are included with each section.

(Jan.) Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Chip Ingram (Author of Sex 180), president of the Walk Thru the Bible ministry, draws on personal

experience in this book about confronting spiritual darkness. He succeeds in taking a balanced

approach, challenging readers who either ignore spiritual warfare or see manifestations of it around

every corner. Expounding upon Ephesians 6 (in which Paul talks about putting on the 'armor of

God'), Ingram gives most of his time to ''the everyday schemes of the evil one'' and daily defensive

spiritual disciplines (prayer, Bible meditation, repentance). He stresses that we are all in the middle

of an ''invisible war," that we don't need to fear the enemy but respect him, and that God's victory

can be ours in every spiritual conflict. As a pastor in Santa Cruz for more than a decade, Ingram

confronted occult activity that he believed threatened his ministry and family. While these tales are

fascinating, more enlightening is Ingram's description of the subtle attacks he and others feel they

have experienced through discouragement and doubt during key periods of ministry. While

well-balanced with useful information, the book often reads like a sermon series transcript and will

prove most informative for pastors looking for detailed sermon outlines, which are included with

each section.Ã‚Â (Jan.)Ã‚Â Copyright Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc.

All rights reserved. --From Publishers WeeklyExcerpt in catalog: This book is my best attempt to

bridge the gap in the teaching available on spiritual warfare. Although it is an exposition of

Ephesians 6, the reader will find the application of this passage far from theoretical. When one is

ministering in a culture where witches are actively praying against you and a horse's head is placed

on a stake across from your church to cast a spell on it, there's no room for platitudes or vague

spiritual answers to pressing difficult questions. Much of satanic opposition, however, is

extraordinarily subtle and has no dramatic manifestations. For this reason, much of the book will

deal with the everyday schemes of the evil one in a forthright, biblical, and relevant manner. --From

the Inside Flap --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Chip Ingram is one of my favorite authors. He is rooted and grounded in the Word and teaches

accordingly. I will caution anyone buying this book and really studying it thoroughly. Satan doesn't



like us to know who he is and how he works ... you may experience strange occurrences while

studying this book.

There is a lot in this book to consider. The author does a good job at getting to the heart of the topic

without laboring in the elements that could be dangerous to dwell on for anyone. Prior to becoming

a Christian I would have spent too much time wanting to analyze the supernatural, now it is clear the

victory is in Christ and Chip Ingram gives practical advise for believer.

This book is very informative and wakes you up for sure. Im already pretty aware of the warfare

going on around us but this book definitely brings certain issues to light and has awesome scripture

to back it. I recommend this book to all my friends. I even bought it for a few. This information is

what you MUST know if youre wanting to live a victorious life through Christ. There are sooo many

Christians who are living very defeated. Jesus paid the ultimate price so we wouldn't be.

People have a wide range of views when it comes to what spiritual warfare really consists of. I think

this book is a great resource on defining what the Bible says about the battle that's not of flesh and

blood.

Having gone through a 4 to 5 year period of intense spiritual warfare, I have found this book the

most helpful and encouraging of any I read. Time and time again, I would go back to this book for

advice and encouragement, when I could literally feel physical demonic attacks upon me.I want to

encourage those who who are struggling with intense spiritual warfare: if you are in a battle with the

enemy, you are being prepared for ministry. This book will open your eyes to what God is doing

through your battles, and gives practical advice and hope. I came out of my intense 4 or 5 year

period by entering seminary and being led to my mission field, where God is opening tremendous

doors into a ripe harvest field. I look back now, and understand that the enemy was fighting my very

life, trying to do me and my family in, before I could ever enter into this fruitful season of ministry.

Very highly recommended.

Chip Ingram does a great job of presenting biblical truth about this subject in a balanced way. He

guides the reader between extremes of denial on the one hand, and obsession on the other. There

is a well-defined structure to this book, with practical points in each section to remember as we go

about in the seen world, with the unseen spiritual battles around us. Chip also provides a helpful



executive summary for each section, and questions for personal application after each chapter.

After reading it once and repeating some of the structure steps, I'm ready to commit some of these

steps to memory in preparation for my part in this battle.

An excellent review on spiritual warfare. This book is enlightening to say the least. A must read for

every serious Christian.Rick HooverAuthor of "Born Again Losers"

Very insightful, the battle is not physically in front of you but in your thoughts. You don't have to fight

those thoughts in your own strength, it is done in the Lord's strength. All you have to do is submit.
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